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 The Movie Walt Disney Productions presents a Disney Parody – Secret of the temple – The secret of monkey island: Special Edition (2 May 2014) Film Info The secret of monkey island: special edition (April 2014) – Walt Disney productions presents a Disney parody – Secret of the temple – The secret of monkey island: Special Edition (2 May 2014). In the new movie “monkey island: Special
Edition”, the faithful simian chieftain, marlon, finds out about a gift, in an envelope which is mysterious. he discovers, however, that the young humans whom he has hired to help him are under no obligation to follow his directions. By pure accident, marlon accidentally discovers a new lost and hidden place in the jungle, where he finds an ancient and hidden temple, containing the remains of a crazy
old man, which bears a strange resemblance to the young woman marlon is trying to find, and other mysterious entities. In the book it was told that Marlon finds a huge palace with many rooms and he tries to find a door, and with the help of his trusted guide and his monkey side-kick, he finds the door, and he goes in. He is surprised that the door is open and the monkeys are inside the room. And it is
a long-distance place, and a great place. in the room he was surprised to see a box that looks like a coffin, and the monkeys have gone to the coffin to start something. He says that monkeys, for some reason, are the most intelligent animal, and the biggest idiots. And it must be some kind of a joke. He suddenly finds an envelope on the table, which is attached to a letter, and he opens the envelope, and
he discovers that the monkey was hiding a funny letter, which tells that there is a missing girl somewhere. Marlon is stunned to see the letter, and now he must return the girl, or he will be banished from the tribe forever. So he was told that he must find the girl, and bring her back to the temple, and they will give you something wonderful, for your return. On their way, he meets “the doctor” and tells

him that the girl has a bad heart and she is not well, and she needs to see a doctor and make a nice place where she will be comfortable. In the end they go to the place, and they go into a wonderful and sacred place, and the girl is there. Marlon wants f3e1b3768c
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